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The failure of cutbanks is a major problem encountered by those

who construct low-cost roads in naturally forested residual soils.

Attempts have been made to lessen the severity of failures by classi-

fying certain soil areas as to their susceptibility to failure, in

addition to bringing past design experience into play when approaching

a new area. Failures are still common, however, and require exten-

sive slide removal and maintenance.

The purpose of this investigation was to determine if a better

cutbank design technique might be evolved from an analysis of natural

slopes, cuts made into those slopes, and failures that occurred

because of cutting.

Field data were collected on 79 slides that occurred in 34 cuts

along approximately 10,800 feet of roadway. The roads were located



in mountainous areas of the Western Cascades of Oregon. Soils of the

area are residual types derived from the weathering of volcanic rocks.

Weather of the area is predominantly marine type with little to no

precipitation in the summer months, and heavy precipitation in the

fall and winter months.

Field data obtained were compared with a theory developed for

failures in cuts made into natural slopes of residual soils. The theory

was substantiated by the field data, and was used to develop design

curves which predict the percentage reduction in the present number

of slides.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF THE FEASIBILITY OF A CUTBANK
SLOPE DESIGN METHOD BASED ON THE

ANALYSIS OF NATURAL SLOPES

INTRODUCTION

A slope design problem of particular interest confronts those

who attempt to predict slide severity in forest roads cut in residual

type soils. These design problems assume major interest in the

heavily forested and steep slopes of the Umpqua National Forest,

where hundreds of miles of access road are constructed for timber

harvesting, in residual soils of volcanic origin. In each of the new

roads constructed an extended maintenance period for slide material

removal is required. At present there are no rational or semirational

design methods used and design is based on empirical means. These

empirical methods have been assisted with classification of certain

areas by soil scientists as to some soil characteristics that influence

sliding. Nothing relative to the physical geometry of the existing

slope and the cutslope that also influences slide behavior has been

attampted. It was the need to determine if there are better methods to

predict slide behavior that led to the study presented in this report.

The premise upon which the research was based was that it

might be possible to predict some design parameter for cutbanks from

a study of natural slopes, cuts made in those slopes, and failures that

occurred because of cutting. This premise was expanded into a theory
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by which stability numbers were obtained for various natural slopes

and cutslopes, and then converted to charts that predict the reduction

in number of slides for the areas studied. In addition, failure depths

were computed from theory and compared with curves based on

statistical analysis of actual slide data. Although scatter was evident,

the statistically developed curves for failure depth substantiated the

theoretical curves.
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RESIDUAL SOILS AND SLIDE MORPHOLOGY

As a prelude to developing the theoretical analysis, a short

review of the geological characteristics of residual soils, and the

morphological characteristics of slides in those soils, is desirable.

By definition, residual soils are soils which have developed,

through a process of weathering, from the rock crust and have not

been subject to transportation, sorting, and deposition by agencies

such as water and wind. The influence of soil creep does not signifi-

cantly alter the residual characteristics of the soil, but merely trans-

ports it to a lower elevation at a very slow rate. Residual soils are

characterized by their widely varying properties even within small

areas. These variables show up in the total weathering profile, which

is the sequence of materials that have developed in place, and which

lie in layers more or leis parallel to the ground surface, above the

unweathered parent rock. This weathering profile, commonly called

the soil regolith, contains soils ranging over a number of forms

depending upon local variations of rock type, rock structure, topog-

raphy, rate of erosion, groundwater conditions, climate and other

factors (Deere and Patton, 1971). Layering is variable, and frequently

not evident at all, with a gradual transition from soil at the ground

surface to rock of the unweathered parent material. Generally, how-

ever, layering is evident, with the relic structure of the parent mate-

rial influencing the soil characteristics throughout most of the
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weathered depth. In the soils studied for this report, occasional rich

clay seams were interspersed within the weathering profile. This soil

regolith has been described by Deere and Patton (1971) as three

different, but frequently indistinct, zones. These zones include the

topmost residual soil designated zone I, intermediate weathered rock

zone II, and unweathered parent rock zone III. The residual soil is

further subdivided into zone IA, IB and IC. These zones correspond

to the conventional pedological designations A, B and C. Zone II is

also subdivided, but only into zones IIA and IIB. All these zones are

shown in Figure 1 and detailed in Figure 2, which is adapted from

Deere and Patton (1971).

Colluvium, shown as a thin layer on the ground surface in

Figure 1, is an irregular, and frequently missing layer of transported

materials. This layer may range up to a number of feet thick, and

frequently contains a large quantity of weathered to partly weathered

rock fragments. It is usually quite pervious. Although this layer is

not a portion of the residual soil, it is of significance since it is

frequently underlain by less pervious materials and is subject to rapid

groundwater fluctuations due to its normally higher permeability.

Hence, slides and ravelling in the colluvium are frequent after the first

heavy rains of the fall. 1 Zone IA consists mainly of soils rich in

organic content in the upper portion, and lacking in many materials

1 See Table 1, p. 32,



Figure 1. Soil regolith and cut in residual soils. Ui
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Figure 2. Detailed soil regolith.
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due to the leaching action of downward percolating water. As a con-

sequence of this leaching action most of these soils are sandy or silty,

and quite pervious.

Zone IB is a layer rich with materials deposited from the upper

A horizon. This zone is commonly dark colored with a large percent-

age of the clay-sized minerals present, but leached of its original

soluble contents. This horizon exhibits little or no relic structure and

little indication of the original parent rock material. Occasionally

cementation has occurred in this zone due to the precipitation of

various minerals carried down from above.

Zone IC, frequently called saprolite, shows definite indication of

the relic rock structure, but the material is still more soil-like than

rock-like. Joints, faults, and minerals with visible orientation have

maintained their original relative positions. In this zone the feldspars

have been converted to clay minerals, the micas are degraded and

altered, and most other minerals except quartz have been altered.

Planes of weakness are prevalent and largely continuous throughout

the zone. This zone is defined as having less than 10% corestones,

where corestone is defined as a partially weathered rock remnant

from an original block of unweathered rock.

Zone IIA is a transition zone between the soil-like zone IC above

and the weathered rock zone below. Zone IIA may possess a wide

range of physical properties. Materials vary from soil-like to
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rock-like, with corestones ranging from 10% to 95% by volume.

Weathering has proceeded more rapidly along old joints and faults,

and as a consequence the soils vary widely. Some of the soils have

weathered seams of sand or silt, but then grade to much different type

soils between the seams and the corestones.

Zone IIB consists mainly of rock in its initial stages of decom-

position. Strength has been lowered considerably, alteration of feld-

spars and micas has begun. Permeability has increased due to

volume changes in some of the grains as new minerals develop, and

as other minerals go into solution and are removed. This zone con-

sists mainly of corestones, and frequently has a rich layer, or layers,

of clay minerals evident. Slides occur frequently in this zone as will

be pointed out later.

Zone III is unweathered basement rock. Since this is a relatively

impervious layer, there is frequently a thin layer of low to high plastic

clays resting at its upper edge as a result of transportation of these

minerals from upper zones.

In general, there is a tendency for permeability to vary widely at

different depths. Thicknesses of the zones also vary. It is due to this

variation that water tables perched on one or more of the zones are

not uncommon. In the area where this study was undertaken, which

has relatively dry summers, heavy fall rains saturate all or part of
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the zones. Experience has shown that most of the slides occur after

these first heavy fall rains, with a lesser number occurring during the

spring snow melt.

Although classification of the soils on paper is a simple matter,

it is difficult to perform this classification in the field. A great deal

of individual judgment is involved, and due to the relative nature of the

classification it is quite probable a number of trained observers would

not arrive at the same regolith for a given cutslope. Nevertheless,

classification of the cuts was made, with the regoliths reported in

Tables 2 through 9 (p. 37 through 48). It is informative to note the

depth at which slides occurred for these regoliths (see Tables 2-9), as

well as comparing Atterberg Limits for the different zones and soil

types. Depending upon depth of the road cut made and depth of the soil

regolith, a slide may occur either in the upper portion of the cut as

shown in. Figure 1, or as a toe failure. The weathering process

dictates a layer more resistant to sliding at the bottom of the soil

profile. Hence, for cuts that are deeper than the weathered profile,

as shown in. Figure 1, slides will occur in the upper portion of the cut

slope. For shallow cuts of depth less than the weathered depth, toe

failure slides may be possible.

In developing the theoretical analysis then, it is this layering

concept, with soils of varying strength overlying a firmer material,

that must be kept in mind. An idealized section through a deep cut and
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shallow slide in a residual soil is shown in Figure 3. In this idealized

case the shallow slide is necessary, since the soil regolith is not as

deep as the cut. The slide is assumed to have a failure surface tangent

to one of the more resistant soil layers that roughly parallel the ground

surface. Field experience indicates this type of slide is prevalent,

but with the small wedge A removed during the sliding process. The

morphology shown in Figure 3 will be used in developing the theoreti-

cal concepts.

failure
surface

profile

resistant
zone

unweathered
rock-\

Figure 3. Typical slide morphology.
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THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

The basic premise of this research assumes that some natural

slope in a given area may be used as a basis for determining strength

factors applicable to the design of cutslopes. In the stable infinite

slope it is assumed that for any given slice of soil Zdxdy, such as

shown in Figure 4, the gravity component and seepage forces acting

to the left are exactly balanced by a shearing resistance developed

along the bottom of the slice at depth Z. This shearing resistance is

the strength of the soil divided by the factor of safety. The soil

strength is the sum of the resistances offered by the cohesive and

frictional properties of the soil, and may be represented by the term

s. Further, s will be used to represent the average unit shearing

resistance along the surface under consideration, regardless of what

the factors are that make up the resistance. Thus, referring to Figure

4, with the water table at depth mZ, weight W1, buoyant weight W2,

and letting the unit shear strength developed for any given factor of

safety F.S. be s /F. S. , then the total shear strength. S/F. S. developed

along the surface ab of Figure 4 is x Area along ab, orF. S.

S s dx
F. S. F. S. cox a dy. (1)

Also for equilibrium, resisting forces must equal driving forces and

F.S. (W
1 2

+ W' ) sina+ P, (la)
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Figure 4. Typical infinite slope element.

where P is the seepage force 2, which is equal to the unit weight of

water times the volume of the slice below the water table times the

hydraulic gradient (Terzaghi and Peck, 1968), or

P = y dxdy(Z mZ)sina.
w

Substituting the expressions for WI , W2 and equating (1) and (la):

s dxdy
F.S. cos a y

1
dxdymZ sina +

2
dxdy (Z-mZ) sing -I P.

Substituting the expression for P and simplifying

-F.S. 1
mZ since cosy +

2
(Z-mZ)sina cosy

+ Yw(Z -mZ) sina cosy

=
1

mZ since Cosa + ('
2

+ Yw) (Z-mZ) sinacosa

2See appendix sheet 88 for derivation of P.
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then:
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2
+ Yw

t the total unit weight

-F. S. ./
1

mZ sing cosa+
t

Z(1-m) sin.acosa. (lb)

Dividing each side of (1b)by Yt and Z, and letting F. S. = 1, which

implies shearing forces exactly equal the ultimate available shearing

resistance, and letting

then

N -sil Nit Z

N1Nsil m sina cosa + (1- m) since cosa

N1
m + 1 - m sina cosa,(

Y t

and rearranging

Finally,

where

m 1
Nt

1 (sin 2 a).

N.
2

= X (-1 sin 2 a)

)11
= 1 -m (1 ---) .

t

(2)

(3)

Values of N sil for different values of X. are plotted in Figure 5. These

curves indicate that with the preceding assumptions for average
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strength, the maximum value of Nsil with water at the ground surface

(m = 0,
1

= -it) occurs at a slope angle of 45o and reaches a value of

0.50. Further, the maximum stability number with water level at

depth Z (see Figure 5) has a value of 0.35 (assuming the ratio Yi rYt =

.70 which is probably an extreme lower limit). This maximum value

also occurs at the slope angle of 450, as do all maximum values.

Considering. Equation (2)

N -sil NtZ

it is evident for a given strength term s/Y
t,

that the depth Z to failure

becomes smaller as Nsii. increases. Nsil is maximum when m = 0 ,

e., when the water table coincides with the ground surface. Thus,

the most critical situation is with this high water table, and since it is

possible that this condition could actually occur, all subsequent

analysis will be based on this high water table assumption.3

Rearranging Equation (2) to

\i
Zsilt

N (4)

it is readily apparent a strength term could be computed for any given

stability number Ns, if the depth Z required to make the safety factor

equal to one was known. This strength term could possibly be used

then in obtaining stability information as proposed.

3
This concept will be explored further in subsequent sections.
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In analyzing finite slopes, a number of techniques have been

used including the assumption the failure surface is a plane, or por-

tions of a spiral (Taylor, 1937), circular arc (Bishop, 1955; Taylor,

1937), or a combination of the plane and arc (Morgenstern and Price,

1965). The one thing all these methods have in common is the assump-

tion that if the slope is to fail, all shearing strength must be exceeded

along some surface, which then becomes a surface of rupture or slily

surface. Although this assumption does not include the effects of

localized or progressive failure, it does permit an analysis to be made

which gives reasonable results for many cases. Of the methods of

analysis outlined, the circular arc is most frequently used, and gives

satisfactory results in uniform soils. Although the premise set forth

here does not assume uniform strength along the failure surface, it

does assume some average unit strength which may be considered

applied uniformly. Thus, the slip circle will be used in this analysis,

with the assumption that wedge A (Figure 3) is removed only after

failure is underway. Taylor (1937) presented charts of stability

numbers for various values of cut slope angle [3 , angle of shearing

resistance 4), and cohesion c as shown in Figure 6 which is constructed

from his data. Taylor's charts, however, were based on the assump-

tion the cut was made in a soil with a horizontal surface, and are not

applicable where the ground surface above the cut continues in an

upward direction as shown in Figure 3. Taylor's values, however, can
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Figure 6. Stability numbers from Taylor (1937).
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be used as a check against computed values in this analysis, when the

upslope angle does equal zero, and when Taylor's curves are plotted

for 4 = 0 with a safety factor of one, as in Figure 6. In computing the

stability numbers for a finite slope it is desirable to have the expres-

sion in the same form as that of the infinite slope. Recalling that the

infinite slope stability number Nsil = sty Z (Equation 2) involves a

function of strength s/ and a function of depth Z at a factor of safety

of 1.0, then this equation may be generalized to indicate any stability

number;

y tf(Z)
(5)
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where f(Z) is a function of depth.

As in the infinite slope, this equation also shows that for any

given strength term s
t the most critical slip circle is that one for

which the depth function f(Z) is minimum, with the assumed factor of

safety of 1,0. Thus, for a given strength term, the minimum depth to

failure will occur only when Ns is a maximum, at the cutslope angle

and upslope angle under consideration.

In accordance with the weathering profile as discussed on p. 3

through 10, a typical cutslope is shown in Figure 7, with an assumed

failure surface arc AB noted on the figure.

original surface

cutbank
(cutslope)

096

Z

f(Z)

Figure 7. Typical cutslope and slide.

resistant layer
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In analyzing the forces acting on the arbitrary failure section

ABC selected as shown in Figure 7, some decision must be made on the

handling of seepage forces due to groundwater. The basic premise

does not require that actual groundwater conditions be known, and if

the assumption is accepted, for the moment, that the worst condition

of cutslope stability is steady seepage with water table at the ground

surface, then the treatment of seepage forces is simple.

In the analysis of the infinite slope, seepage forces and buoyant

unit weights were utilized. However, in the analysis of the slip circle

of Figure 7 (which is repeated and modified as Figure 8), seepage

forces cannot be determined without true knowledge of the phreatic

surface. With the assumptions of the groundwater geometry as shown

in Figure 8, an analysis can be made on the basis of total weights and

boundary neutral forces. This results in the forces 'u' shown, which

act perpendicular to the failure surface. Thus, water forces acting

on the slip surface all pass through the center of the circle tot, and do

not contribute any moment toward failure.

The forces affecting the stability of the entire wedge, as shown

in Figure 8, are the total weight W acting with some lever arm I tend-

ing to cause rotation, and the total shearing resistance S along the arc

acting with a lever arm equal to the radius r, tending to resist rota-

tion. It is necessary then to find the geometry of some slip circle for

which, at a given depth f(Z), the stability number Nsc for the cutslope
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Figure 8. Assumed groundwater conditions of the cutslope before
failure.

is maximized. That is,

Ns - f(z).y
f (Geometry) = maximum stability number.

Figure 7 is redrawn below as Figure 9 with the geometry noted.

Since the derivation of the equation for the stability number is quite

lengthy, only the primary equation follows4, and will be modified as

needed.

4
For the complete derivation see Appendix, p. 89 through 95 .



Figure 9. Notation used in the analysis of the cutslope failure.

where

The equation Ns can be expressed as Nscl by letting

Nscl Y tf(Z) Y t
(H+h)

s sin20
+ (sine) sin(i- a)sin(P

(H+h) 68 60 sini sin (13 -a) sin(i-0)

sin(?) i)cos(i ))2sin 6 Cos (i+Y) (2 _
cos y sin

The angles 0, i, a, and 13 are shown in Figure 9, and

5See Appendix, p. 89 through 95 for derivation of (6).

21
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( sin(3 -i) sin(i- a)
y = arctan 2sin (p a) - sin(p- i) cos(i-a) (7)6

From Equation (6), it is seen that for any cutslope p , and ups lope

a, there are the variables i and 6 representing an infinite number of

slip circles for the height H + h. To obtain the maximum value of

N , the electronic computer is essential, since the simultaneoussc

solution of

aN sc
a

aN sc
a i

0

0

would be an insurmountable task, whereas a rather simple, but time

consuming Fortran program to iterate through each value of i and 0 is

easily written. Such a program is shown in the Appendix under the

name 'cutslope'.7

Computed values of i and 0 are plotted against the upslope angle

for each cutslope angle, as shown in Figure 10. Note that the points

all fall on smooth curves, which for all practical purposes are linear.

These curves can be utilized to pick the critical chord angle i, and

interior half-angle 0 for any value of a and p.

A review of Equation (6) and Figure 9 reveals that since a < i < p

6
See Appendix, p. 95 through 97 for derivation of (7).

7See Appendix, p. 101 through 102 for printout.
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as 7 approaches (3, a must approach i before reaching (3. Thus, in

equation (6) the entire quantity to the right of the first plus sign

approaches zero, or:

lim
-®p

S

(H+h)

2sin v
60 (8)

The value of 0 for which N is a maximum may be determined from:sc

d N 60 (2sine cos 0) - 6 sin20
sc - 0 (8a)d0 3602

and

8(2 sin 0 Cos 0) = sin2
8

or

2 0 Cos 0 = sin 0

Solving this transcendental equation gives a value 0 = 670, to the near-

est degree. Thus, for the infinite slope ( a = ) the stability number

N by this method is, from Equation (8):si

1
Ns (H+h)

0. 21. (8b)

A computer run was also made with a 11.- (3, with the same maximum

printout for N Thus the limiting value of N as any cuts lope andsi sci

upslope angle approach each other is 0.121. The values of all the

stability factors from the computer printout are plotted on Figure 11

against upslope angle for various cut angles.

The use of H + h in the stability term (Equation 6) is inconveni-

ent, and can be replaced quite simply by the value Z (shown in Figure
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7). This value represents an infinite slope failure plane at depth Z

which is tangent to the lower portion of the circular arc slip surface.

This relationship is expressed by

H+h 2 sin 0 sin i cos a
Z 1 - cos (i + e a)

- ratio

where in this case the values of 0, i, and a must be those which

9)8

correspond to maximum values of N for any given angles a and f3 .sc
A computer solution was used for this equation and the printout is

shown on appendix p. 103-104.

With values of (H+h)/Z available then it is a simple matter to

transform the previous stability numbers based on H+h to numbers

based on Z. Since H + h = Z ratio then:

Therefore,

Y
-

(H+h) Y (Z ratio) Nscl

Z
Nsc1 ratio = Nsc (10)

N sc was computed for various values of Nscl and 'ratio', and are

plotted in Figure 12 as stability factor N versus alpha for varioussc
cutslopes. For the infinite slope in Equation (9), remembering that

0 = 67, and that i and a approach each other then:

H+ h 2 sin 0 sin a Cos a

8

1 Cos 0

= 1.51 sin 2 a,

sin 0 sin 2 a
1 Cos 0

See Appendix for derivation of Equation (9).
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and the -long. slope stability number N based on the circular arc is

or

N ssi2 Y (H+h) 1 / Z(1.51 sin 2 a) . 121,

N si2 Y Z
= - .121(1.51 sin 2 a) = .183 sin 2 a .

These values are computed for various values of alpha and are plotted

as the "arc failure in long slope" curve in Figure 12. Since this curve

represents a limiting line just as the single value 0.121 did in Figure

11, the curve represents the limiting value of N as 13 and a approach

each other, and no values of N exist below the curve for N .sc si2

Also plotted to the same scale on Figure 12 is a portion of the

curve of the "infinite slope stability factor" N . obtained from
s1.1

Figure 5 with X = 0.50. A review of Equations (3) and (12) shows that

there is a constant relationship as follows:

From Equation (3) with X. = .50

.Nstl. = 500 sin 2 a

and from equation (12)

or simply

.Nsi2 = 183 sin 2 a

Nsil = 2.73 N .si2

Thus stability factors computed for the "circular arc infinite slope"

N si2 can be used in place of the "infinite slope" stability factors N sil ,

since one is a constant multiplier of the other. Also the infinite slope
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as computed from the circular arc may be a more realistic approach

since the likelihood of uniform soils is greater for the shorter reaches

of the circular arc infinite slope than for the true infinite slope.

Studies of numerous slides in natural slopes have shown typically a

scarp at the upper end, and dish-shaped edges, suggesting a tendency

toward the arc failure, and probably a true sliding surface with

geometry intermediate between the infinite slope type failure, and the

arc type failure. Further, the convenience of having stability curves

of the two type failures adjacent to each other on the same figure

(see Figure 12) suggests the use of the "circular arc infinite slope'' as

a better choice; consequently, all additional work will assume this

approach.
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FIELD STUDIES AND RELATED DATA

Area and Geology

In cooperation with personnel of the United States Forest Service,

United States Department of Agriculture, Roseburg, Oregon, a num-

ber of sites for this study were selected in the Umpqua National

Forest where cutbank failures have been a recurring problem on

forest roads.

The Umpqua National Forest lies primarily in the Umpqua River

drainage basin of Western Oregon with a portion of the forest extending

from the crest of the Oregon Cascades at an elevation near 6, 000 feet

above sea level, westerly a distance of approximately 30 miles, and

down to an elevation near 1, 000 feet above sea level, at its western

extremities (U.S. Forest Service, 1969). For the north-south

direction, the forest extends from the Willamette River drainage east

of Cottage Grove, Oregon, southerly approximately 70 miles into the

Rogue River drainage. In general, however, the major portion of the

forest lies in the drainage basin of the north and south forks of the

Umpqua River, and geologically in an area identified as the Western

Cascades (Baldwin, 1964; Kays, 1970). The predominant geological

formation in this area is the Oligocene and early Miocene Little Butte

Volcanic Series (Peck et al. , 1964) made up mostly of massive

beds of andesitic and dacitic tuff. Other components include
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flows, breccias, tuffs, small intrusives of olivine basalt, olivine

andesite, and andesite as well as bedded tuffs, welded tuffs, flows,

and small intrusives of dacite and rhyolite. Thickness of the Little

Butte Volcanic Series varies from 6, 000 to 15, 000 feet in the North

Umpqua River basin. In the South Umpqua River basin the series is

approximately 3, 000 feet thick near the mouth of Ash Creek (Peck et

al. , 1964).

The Little Butte Series rests with local unconformity on the late

Eocene Colestin Formation which consists of from 0 to 3, 000 feet of

andesitic lapilla tuff, tuff, tuff breccia, and with massive pumice

lapilla vitric tuff as the predominant type.

Climate and Vegetation

Climate of the area is generally classified as marine due to the

predominant westerly and southwesterly winds arriving from over the

near Pacific Ocean (U. S. Weather Bureau, 1964). The climate is

characterized by warm, dry summers and cold, wet winters with most

of the precipitation falling in the form of snow at the higher elevations,

and rain at the lower elevations. Records of the U.S. Soil Conserva-

tion Service (1969) show a 20-year average April snow depth of 115

inches (46. 3 inches water content) at the 5, 800 foot elevation near the

eastern edge of the forest, and a 7-year average April snow depth of

9 inches (3. 4 inches water content) at the lower 3, 000 foot elevation.
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Rainfall measured at the Roseburg, Oregon, airport (elevation 505

feet) shows a 29-year annual mean value of 33.11 inches, with the

maximum falling in the fall, winter and spring months between late

September and early June (U. S. Weather Bureau, 1964). Average,

maximum and minimum rainfall for a 31-year period at Roseburg,

Oregon, are shown in Table 1. Total precipitation in the higher

elevations of the North Umpqua Subbasin is estimated at 60 to 80

inches per year (Oregon, 1958).

Table 1. Rainfall data for Roseburg, Oregon.

Month Mean Maximum Minimum
(inches) (inches) (inches)

Jan. 5.51 10.98 1.36

Feb. 4.21 9.46 1.04

Mar. 3.42 6.46 2.23

Apr. 1.93 5.28 0.59

May 1.85 3.80 0.30

June 1.50 4.97 Trace

July 0.21 0.48 Trace

Aug. 0.31 1.29 Trace

Sept. 1.00 1.98 0.44

Oct. 3.02 2.00 0.92

Nov. 4.46 10.11 0.80

Dec. 5.69 15.74 2.00

Normal mean annual temperature of the area ranges from 42o to

52° F according to E. L. Wells (as cited by Peck et al., 1964).
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Vegetation consists predominantly of dense stands of Douglas-

fir, sugar pine, and ponderosa pine. Other species present in signifi-

cant amounts are western white pine, the cedars, western hemlock,

yew, and hardwoods (U.S. Forest Service, 1961). Luxuriant under-

growth of ferns, salal, Oregon grape and other plants exists. The

area is actively logged on a sustained yield basis, with clearcutting

being the predominant harvesting method (U.S. Forest Service, 1970).

It was access roads to these logging areas that provided the field

information for this study.

Study Sites

Nine sites were selected for study, which represented

varying conditions. The areas included eight different soil types as

classified by soil scientists of the U.S. Forest Service in their South

Umpqua Soil Survey (U.S. Forest Service, 1961) and their Cutbank

Stability Reconnaissance Survey (Alvis, 1962). Classification was

based on

1) soil depth, type, and drainage characteristics;

2) parent material;

3) slope angle;

4) vegetation;

5) relative susceptibility to failure.

The soils selected for this study were those where slope failures
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have been encountered, and sites were selected by picking cuts where

both slide and non-slide areas occurred. Soil classifications made by

soil scientists were maintained as a convenience in identifying soils

studied for this report. Four of the sites were located in the Copeland

Creek Area of the North Umpqua River and included soil types a, b,

and e. 9 The remaining five sites were widely scattered in the South

Umpqua drainage and included soil types 61-69, 59-b, 19, 33, and

a-sc.10 In all a total of 34 cuts was measured, representing approxi-

mately 10, 800 lineal feet of roadway.

Information gathered at each cut included the following:

1) Length of cut

2) Location, number, type and dimension of slides

3) Upslope and downslope angle

4) Cut height and cut angle

5) Roadway grade

6) Description of soil regolith

7) Location of springs and other evidence of groundwater

8) Geographic orientation

Soil and rock samples, and photographs, were also taken at each site.

Slopes, roadway grade and cut angles were measured with a

Brunton compass, and dimensional measurements were made with a

9See Appendix p. 109 for location map.
10See Appendix pages 110 through 113 for location maps.
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50-foot metallic cloth tape.

In reporting and analyzing cut and slide data, reference is made

to Figure 13 which shows various measurements as used in this study.

Soil. sample numbers do not have significance other than a means of

field identification, although the sample numbers are included in

Tables 2 through 9. In Figure 13, two typical samples are shown. In

some cases samples were taken from the cut slope adjacent to a slide

as shown by samples 53-1 in Figure 13, and in other cases samples

were taken from the slide scarp as represented by sample 53-2 of

Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Section through a cut showing typical field measurements.
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Laboratory tests performed on the soils included visual classi-

fication, color in accordance with the Mansell color charts (Munsell,

1971) and Atterberg Limits (U.S. Army, 1965).

The following Tables 2 through 9 present field data and labora-

tory results for each soil type. In reporting field data, each of the

eight different soils is taken in sequence with the specific location of

the cut, elevation, soil map description and number of cuts measured.

In addition to the cut number, length, aspect, cutslope, upslope,

downslope, cut height, slide depth, soil regolith, and soil sample data,

the acutal observed soil description and classifications are shown for

each cut.



Table 2. Soil Unit a.

Location: Copeland Creek - North Umpqua. Road 2611, W 1/2 Sec. 26, T. 26 S., R. 2 E., W. M.

Elevation: 30001±,
1

Description : Shallow 1'-4' gravelly, with some silt and clay loams over light colored rhyolite tuffs.

Cuts measured: 7

Cut no.
(length)

(a)

Soil regolith;
Measurements depth to zone Soil samples

Aspect of cut- up- down- cut slide
cut face Slides slope slope slope height depth IB IC HA HE III

(b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (j) (k) (1) (m) (n)

sample
no.
(o)

depth
taken

(p)

w

(al

w
P

(r)

I
P

(s)
Soil color

(t)
Class.

(u)

c-a-1 N 37
oW

1 54o 310 30° 17' 3' 1.0 3.0 4.0 7.0 18-1 . 8 2.5YR3.5/2
(300') 18-2 1.5 46 34 12 5YR3.5/2.5 ML

2
Soil 5-7' thick with firm regolith quite uniform throughout cut. Grayish brown sandy, 18-3 3.0 64 39 25 5YR3.5/4 GC

gravelly clayish silt over deeply weathered tuff. Basalt outcrop. Slope ravelling 18-4 5.5 7.5YR3/2
approximately 1' deep throughout cut. 18-5 10.0 10YR3/3

c-a-2 N 70oW none 510 32o - 28' 1.5 3.0 5.5 9.0 20.0 19-1 2.0 33 29 4 7.5YR4/2
(480') 19-2 4.0 7. SYR3/2

Soil 4-5' thick with soft regolith. Total regolith 20' thick and thinning to 15' thick.
19-3 7.0 10YR3/3

Hard tuff bedrock exposed throughout cut. Some ravelling, under root zone.

c-a-3 N 25 W 1 53o 37o - 26.0' 3.0' 3.0 27-1 1.0 SYR3/4

(390') 2 57o 36 16.0' 3.5' 27-2 2.5 34 30 4 SYR3/4 ML

Failure planes very distinct at top of zone III. Bedrock dips approximately same as 27-3 4.0

upslope. Regolith varies from zero at one end of cut to 8' deep at other. Soil
thin, rocky, and appears to be colluvium.

(Continued on next page)



Table 2. (Continued)

(a)

Soil regolith:
Measurements

depth to zone Soil samples
(b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (z) (h) (i) (k) (11 (m) (n) (o) (p) (q) (r) (s) (t) (u)

c-a-4
(360')

c-a-5
(500')

c-a-6
(585')

c-a-7
(650')

N 10°E 1 600 380 22' 3.5' - - - -
to

N 35 °E 1 6So 31° - 12' 3.5' - 2.0 4.0

Entire 200' of lower end of cut is exposed unweathered tuff. Slides on tuff that dips
similar to upslope. Soil same as c-a-3.

NE 2 57o 24o 240 12' 1.0' no regolith measured
(curve) 50° 260 11' 1.0 2.0 3.0 -

Soil reddish brown, quite blocky to 3/4". Some gravel and cobble fragments. Soil
approximately 3' thick with total regolith 6'. Basement appears to be weathered tuff.

S 55°E 1 50° 29°
330

21' 3.0' no regolith measured
(curve) 1 60° 28° 31° 20' 3.0' II It II

1
53o 34° 31° 26' 3.0' 0.5 1.5 2.0 2.5

Lower end of cut decomposed tuff nearly full height of cut, with 2-4' of grayish
brown rocky soil. Soil at slides is reddish brown uniform up to 3' thick. Considerable
ravelling of slope.

N 80 °E 400 290 12' 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.5
to 1 45° 29° 15' 3.0' not recorded

II IIN 35 °E 1 55° 34o 16' 3.0'
(curve) 1 550 37o 16' 2.0'

Samples were from area adjacent to slide.

25-1
25-2
25-3

24-1
24-2
24-3

22-1
22-2
22-3

20-1
20-2
20-3
20-4
20-5

no samples
1.0
2.5
4. S

no samples taken
1.0
2.0
3.0

no samples
II II

1.3 52 40 12

2.0
5.0 54 39 15

0.4
0.8
1.8
2.8
3.8 76 52 24

5YR3/4
10YR3/3

5YR3/4
7.5YR4/4
10YR3/3

7. SYR3 /2
10YR4.5/ 3
10YR3/2

5YR3/2
SYR3/2.5
5YR3/4
7. 5YR3/2
7. SYR4/4

GC

GC

GC

(Continued on next page)



Table 2. (Continued)

Soil regolith:
Measurements Soil samples

depth to zone
(a) (b) (c)

(d) (el (0 (g) (h) Li) (k) (11 (rn) (n) (o) (P) (a) ir) (s) (t) (u)
o

c-a-7 N 80 °E 1 57o 30 - 19' 2.0' .8 1.5 2.0 3.0 21-1 0.3 39 32 7 5YR3/2.5 ML

(con't) to 21-2 1.0 51 36 15 SYR3/4 GC

N 35 °E 21-3 1.6 WRVS
(curve) 21-4 2.6 62 43 19 5YR4/6 GC

21-5 4.0 10YR3/3
Soil in cut extremely variable, varying from very unstable to borderline with some

21-6 6.0
rock exposed. Red soil containing cobbles appears to be colluvium at one end of cut
grading to typical regolith at other end. Water evident in ditch.

Average 56o 33o 3.0'
(15 cuts)

1The descriptions shown here are obtained from the South Umpqua Soil Survey (U.S. Forest Service, 1961) and the Cut Bank Stability Reconnaissance Survey
(U. S. Forest Service, 1962), and are included to compare with each actual soil description.

2 Soil description from actual cut.



Table 3. Soil Unit b.

location: Copeland Creek - North Umpqua, Road 2774C and 2611, SE 1/4 Sec. 35, SW 1/4 Sec. 36, and NE 1/4 Sec. 27, T. 26 S. , R. 2 E., W. M.

Elevation: 2300' * and 3000' ±

Description: Very deep plastic clays. Poorly drained with regolith 10' or more. Wide variety of basement materials including breccia, tuffs, and others.

Cuts measured: 6

Cut no.
(length)

(a)

Soil regolith:
Measurements depth to zone

Soil samples

Aspect of cut- up- down- cut slide
cut face Slides slope slope slope height depth LB IC IIA IIB

(b) (c_l_ (dl (e) if) IR) (h) (1) (k) (11 (m)

sample
III no.
(n) joi

depth
taken

(p)

w
i

w
P

(a) (r)

I
P

(s)

Soil color
(t)

Class.
(u)

c-b-1 N 35 °E 4 55° 21° 26° 25' 6' .5 1.5 4.0 - 48-1 1.0 5YR3/2
(356') 48-2 3.5 84 51 33 10YR3.5/3 GC

Cut has a number of small slumps with additional ravelling areas. Ravelling 1-1.5'
deep. Soil is brown to yellow brown plastic silty clay. Weathered breccia exposed,
but sound core rock not evident.

48-3 8.0 61 44 17 10YR4/3 GM

c-b-2 N 25 E 1 51° 18° 29° 12' 3.5' 3.S 6 51 6.0 7.5YR4/4
(225') slope 49-1 2.0 71 40 31 7. SYR4.5/4 GC

ravel 55 24° 34° 12' 1.0' 3.5 5 - 49-2 2.5 10Y R4.5/ 3

Regolith varies from very firm over portion of cut with no slides. Remainder of cut
soft clayey with light colored plastic zones, with slides.

49-3 5.0 5YR4/ 3

c-b-3 N 70 °E 2 50o 12° 12' 6.5' - 2.5 6.0 - 52-1 3.5 10YR4.5/3
52-2 7.5 10YR5/4

One slide at each end of cut cover all but 50' 1: of entire cut, with center section
badly ravelled. Soil is red and gray, moist, mottled plastic clay. Slide seems to
be on resistant layer at ditch line. (Sample no. 52-2 from this layer. )

(Continued on next page)



Table 3. (Continued)

(a)

Soil regolith:
Measurements

depth to zone
Soil samples

(b) (c)
(d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (j) (k) (1) (m) (n) (o) (p) (a) (r) (s) (t)

c-b-N 1 41° 37o 35o 6.0 1.0 6.0 - 50-1 3.0 55 35 20
(15')

Long slide in almost uniform slope. Soil is brown, gravelly, slightly stony plastic.
Slip plane appears to be between moist plastic soil and firm stony cobbly layer.

c-b2-1 N 20 °W 3 50° 16° 3.0 1.0 3.0 10.0 - 53-1 2.0 10YR2.5/
(504') 53° 12o1 53 5.0 53-2 6.0 SYR2.5 /2

53-3 12.0 SYR3/ 1
Top 5' of material weathered breccia with white plastic clay seams resting on
weathered tuff. Slides appear to have occurred in white moist clay seams.

54-1 3.0 7.5YR5/2
55-1 5.0 7.5YR3/2

c-2-2 N 20
oW

1 45° 20° 15° 8' 2.0 1.0 2.0 6.0 - - 57-1 1.5

Dark brown weathered tuff. Some isolated pebbles not yet weathered to clay.
57-2 2.8
57-3 6.0

Average 51° 16o 4.9
(13 cuts)

1



Table 4. Soil Unit e.

Location: Copeland Creek - North Umpqua. Road 2611, N 1/2 Sec. 27, T. 26 S., R. 2 E., W. M.

Elevation: 2000' -

Description: Dark colored plastic clayey soils 2-8° deep. Grades into tuffaceous bedrock.

Cuts measured: 6

Cut no.
(length)

( a)

Soil regolith:
Measurements depth to zone Soil samples

Aspect of cut- up-
cut face Slides slope slope

(b) (c) (d) (

down- cut slide
slope height depth IB IC HA IIB HI

(f) Liz) (h) (j) (k1 (1) (ml (n)

sample
no.

(0)

depth
taken

(P)

w /
(0)

w
P

(r)

I
P

(s)
Soil color

( ti
Class.

(u)

c-e -1 N 1 31° 35o 14.0 5.0 1.0 2.0 3.5 - 10-1 3.5 10YR5.5/6
(250' ) 1 60° 31°

35o 29.0 2.5 .8 2.0 4.0 6.5 10.0 9-1 1,5 72 29 43 7. SYR5/6 CH

1 65° 32
oi 350 20.0 1.5 not measured 9-2 4.0 5YR4.5/8

9-3 5.5 63 35 28 7.5YR4.5/7 GC
Yellowish brown sandy gravelly silty clay of low to medium plasticity. Soil 3-5' deep
with total regolith 5-10' deep. Basement rock is deeply weathered tuff. Water

9-4 6.0 87 41 46 7. 5YR5 /7 CH

seeps from cut.
9-5
9-6

9.0
10.5

60 41 19 7. SYR5. 5/8 GC

c--e -2 N 25
oW

1 56° 31° 32° 25.0 9.5 1.8 3.8 6.0 9.0 11-1 3.8 7. SYR5.5/4.5
( 180' ) 1 57o 31° 32° 10.0 5.0 not recorded 11-2 5.0 41 23 18 7. SYR5/7 GC

11-3 6.5 36 24 12 7. SYR6.5/7 GC
Soil description same as c-e-1. 11-4 9.0 68 25 43 10YR7/1 CH

c-e-3 N 25 °W 1 53o 37o 12.5 3.0 regolith not mapped 12-3 2.0 SYR4/5.5
(270' ) 1 50o 32° 20.5 6.5 12-4 4,0 SYR4/5

1 50° 36o 17.0 3.0 12-1 1.0 7. SYR4/4

3 50° 28° 13.0 3.0 12-2 4.0 7.5YR5. S/6

Soil same as c-e-1 with total regolith depth 6 -8', over firm but highly weathered soft
tuff. (Some very plastic clay seams. ) Distinct change between 'soil' and weathered
rock near 8' depth.

(Continued on next page)



Table 4. (Continued)

(a)

Soil regolith:
Measurements

depth to zone
Soil samples

(b) (c)
(d) (e) (fl (g) (h) NI (k) fl) (m) (n) (o) (p) (a) (r) (s) (t) (u)

c-e-4 N 62 °W 1 55° 31° 21° 14'+ 2.5' - - - no samples
(330') 4 57o 30° 25° 21'1- 2.5' 1, 0 2, 5 6.0 11.5 - 14-1 2.0 7. 5YR5. 5/7

14-2 4.0 7. 5YR5. 5/6
3-10' soil regolith over firm weathered tuff. Hard unweathered andesitic basalt
exposed in part of the cut.

14-3 8. 5 7. 5YR5. 5/5

c-e-5 N 15°W none 50o 27o 27o 27' 0 1.5 6.0 11.2 15-1 .5 7.5YR4/4
(180') 15-2 1.5 7.5YR4/4 ML

6-8' of soil regolith over 8-10' of weathered tuff. Some sound rock below 16'.
15-3 2.5 33 27 6 7. 5YR4/5 GC
15-4 3.5 52 29 23 7. 5YR4. 5/5
15-5 4. 5 7. 5YR5/7
15-6 8.0 10YR4. 5/5

c-e-6 N 25 °E 3 45
0 10° - 14'± 6.0± 1.0 1.5 3.0 5.5 17-1 6. 0 ,

(580') to none 54° 23° 24° 13'± - 2.0 3.0 5.0 - 16-1 1.0 7.5YR4/4
S 80 °E 16-2 2. 0 7. SYR4/5
(curve) 16-3 4.0 10YR4. 5/5

16-4 6.0 10YR4/4
Soil same as c-e-5. No sound rock evident. Soil uniformly deep 8-9' over
completely weathered tuff. No apparent difference in soil materials between fail and no-
fail sections.



Table 5. Soil Unit 61-69,

Location: Castle Rock fork of South Umpqua. Road 284, SE 1/4 Sec. 24, T. 28 S., R. 2 E., W. M.

Elevation: 30001±

Description: Shallow varying to deep, well drained dark brown to grayish brown gravelly loam. Parent material dacite or andesite.

Cuts measured: 3

Cut no.
(length)

(a)

Soil regolith:
Measurements depth to zone Soil samples

Aspect of cut- up- down- cut slide
cut face Slides slope slope slope height depth IB IC IIA IIB III

(b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (j) (k) (1) jmj (n)

sample
no,
(o)

depth
taken

(p)

wi w
13

(a) (r)

I
P

(s)
Soil color

(t)
Class.

(u)

(1)
(215')

(3)
(234')

(4)
(180')

S 85 °EE 3 41° - 22' 2.5 1 , 2.5

Entire cut is essentially rock. Slides occur in area where weaker material rests on
relic bedding.

N 75°E 1 52° 33o 15' 3' 0 , 3.0 -
2 48o 24° 12' 3' 0 3.0 -

Sample 45-1 taken outside slide areas. Slope quite stable with some minor ravelling.
Soil very stony with much float evident.

N 75 °E 55o 22° - 27' - 1.0 6.0
Ravelling of 55° slope to stable 450.

1 50° 22° - 3.5'

42-2
42-1

44-2
44-1
45-1

46-1
46-2

2.5
5.0

2.0
4.0
7.0

2.0
6.0

71

50

59

54

12

4

2.5Y5/2
5Y5/3

7. 5YR3.5/4
10YR3/3

10YR5/6
10YR4/4

GC

GM

Dark brown to yellowish brown stony moderately plastic soil.



Table 6. Soil Unit 19-m.

Location: Buckeye Creek drainage - South Umpqua. Road 2921, SW 1/4 Sec. 24, and NW 1/4 Sec. 25, T. 29 S., R. 1 E., W. M.

Elevation: 2800't

Description: Moderately deep gravelly clay loam and clay, grading to greenish breccias as parent rock.

Cuts measured: 4

Soil regolith:
Measurements depth to zone Soil samples

Cut no. Aspect of cut- up- down- cut slide
(length) cut face Slides slope slope slope height depth IB IC IIA IIB III

(a) 1b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (j) (k) (1) (m) (n)

3( 1)

(300')

3(2)
(172')

3(3)
(177')

3(4)
(345')

N 40°E none
1

1

46°
0*

50
53o

22°
29°
31°

9'
111

14'
31*

4't

0

0

1.0

2.5

3.0

Dark grayish brown, reddish brown and yellowish brown plastic clay with considerable
float rock.

N 45
oE

1 45° 12°±

Soil is very plastic light gray clay.

43° 21°N 45 °E 2 43

S 70 °E ** 43o 29°

8'

101±

- 10-20'

2't

2'

5'

3'

2.0

0.5

5'

-

1.0 5.5

sample
no.
(o)

depth
taken

(p)

wi
(q)

wp

(r)

I
p

(s)
Soil color

(t)
Class.

(u)

32-1 4 7, SYR4/4

32-2 8

33-1 4 2.5YR6/2

no samples

36-1 .8 68 35 33 SYR3/4 GC
36-2 2.5 71 46 25 7. SYR4.5/4 MH
36-3 5.5 58 38 20 2. SYRS /2 GM

*
Cutslope estimated.

**
Entire cut has failed with a series of slumps, difficult to determine number. Water seeps from cut around slip zone. Soil varies from grayish
brown to dark reddish brown to yellowish brown gravelly slightly plastic to non-gravelly highly plastic.



Table 7. Soil Unit 59 -bk

Location: Between Quartz Creek and Skillet Creek - South Umpqua. Spur road off Road 2814, SW 1/4 Sec. 30, T. 28 S., R. 2 E., W. M.

Elevation: 2400'±

Description: Clay to silty clay loam, moderately deep to deep, grading to parent reddish breccia.

Cuts measured: 3

Measurements
Soil regolith:
depth to zone Soil samples

Cut no. Aspect of cut- up- down- cut slide sample depth
(length) cut face Slides slope slope slope height depth IB IC IIA IIB III no. taken

wi w I
p p Soil color Class.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (k) (1) (_n) (n) (o) (p) (q) (r) (s) (t) (u)

2, 3 (1) S 10°W none 50° 28° 12° 11' - 1.0 2, 0 - - 37-1 1.5 2, 5YR3. 5/4
(120') 37-2 2.7 5YR4/6
2, 3 (2) S 30 W none 44° 26° 26° 13' . 7 2.0 6.0 38-1 1, 5 64 42 22 10YR3/3 MH
(105')

Dark gray to brown and yellowish brown gravelly soil with little structure evident.

2, 3 (3) S 70
oW

1* 45o * 26° 21° 121* 3.5'* - - 39 73 39 34 5Y5/2
(207')

Brown to light brown structureless silty clay, very uniform throughout.

CH

Cutbank obliterated for entire length with progressive slumps. Slide has progressed up slope approximately 100'. Values shown are estimated.



Table 8, Soil Unit 33.

Location: Tallow Creek - South Umpqua. Road 298H, SE 1/4 Sec. 33, T. 29 S., R. 1 E., W. M.

Elevation: 2700't

Description: Brown to reddish brown deep clay grading to basic basalt bedrock.

Cuts measured: 3

Cut no.
(length)

(a)

Soil regolith:
Measurements depth to zone Soil samples

Aspect of cut- up- down- cut slide
cut face Slides slope slope slope height depth IB IC IIA IIB

(I)) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (j) (k) (1) (m)

sample
III no.
(n) (o)

depth
taken

(p)

w
I

(q)

w
P

(r)

I
P

(s)
Soil color Class.

(t) (u)

b-2( 1) N 80 °E 1 45° 19° 9° 5' 3. 5' 1.0 1,5 27-1 1.0 5YR3/4

(525') 1 43o 23° 10' 4.0' - 27-2 2.2 5YR3/4

1 45° 25o 16' 6.5' 0 2.0 28-1 1.0 34 27 7

1 46° 26° - 19' 3.5' - 28-2 3.5

Soil is variable from dark reddish brown to yellowish brown plastic clay.

b-2 (2) S 10°W 4 46° 24° 19' 2.0' .5 1.0 10.0 29-1 2.0 5YR3/4

(414') 2 43o 24° 14' 5.0' . 5 1.8 - 29-2 8.5 5YR3/4

Dark reddish brown soil throughout most of cut. Approximately 150' on one end is
rock cut in columnar basalt.

b-2 (4) N 5 °W 1 47° 21
o

22° 12' 3' 1.0 2.0 40-1 , 5 5YR3/4

(150') 40-2 1. S 7. SYR4,5/2
40-3 4,5 10YR5/4

44° 25° 25° 13' . 5 1.0 9.0 - 41-1 .5
41-2 3.0 7. SYR5/4
41-3 5.5 7. SYR3/2



Table 9. Soil Unit a-sc.

Location: Abbott Creek - South Umpqua. Road 3031, SE 1/4 Sec. 2, T. 30 S., R. 2 E., W. M.

Elevation: 3200'±

Description: Nonplastic loams. Shallow 4-10' deep, grading into parent dark fine grained basalt.

Cuts measured: 2

Cut no.
(length)

( a )

Soil regolith:
Measurements depth to zone Soil samples

Aspect of cut- up- down- cut slide
A JIBcut face Slides slope slope slope height depth IB IC HA

Lb) (c) (_d) (e) If) (g) (h) (j) (k) (1) Cm)

sample
III no.
(n) (o)

depth
taken

(p)
Wf

w
P

I
P Soil color Class.

(q) (r) (s) (t) (u)

1 N 50
oE

2 48° 32° 33o 451± 7'± 0 7' 7.5' - - 53-1 7.0 7. SYR4/4
(450') 53-2 7.5 7. SYR5/6

1 50° 37o 40° 251± 31-1:. - 10' 13' - - 54-1 13.0 7.5YR5/2
1 50° 37° 40° 201± 51±, - - -

Broken basalt or andesite fragments in yellowish brown clay matrix. Highly plastic
thin clay seams evident especially on HA material which dips with natural slope.

2 S 60
oE

3 48°
35o 350

29'
61+

(465') Soil very variable with thick colluvium in spots, and varying to clay seams and
greenish clay. Slides occur on weathered breccia or tuff dipping at same angle
as upslope.
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CORRELATION BETWEEN FIELD DATA AND THEORY

In attempting to find some factor or factors, that may be used to

derive cutslope design parameters from the field information

gathered, and the theory presented, a review of the range of values of

field data is needed. Although not shown in Tables 2 through 9, the

mean value of the cut angle p , upslope angle a, slide depth Z, and the

variance and standard deviation for each of the eight soil types were

computed. Due to the small number of samples for each soil type a

frequency distribution was not attempted. In all cases the standard

deviation was quite large relative to the mean value. Mean values of

13, a, and Z are shown in Table 10 in parentheses. In developing the

theory, the rationale was made that the least depth at which the slope

was borderline stable would occur with a combination of f3 and a that

gives a maximum value for the stability number N at some givensc

minimum strength. Accordingly then, a search for this combination

for each soil type encountered is made in an attempt to obtain some

correlation factor for each soil type. Performing this operation, find

P a, and Z from Tables 2-9, and N from Figure 12. Values of (3,
sc

a, and Z that give maximum N are shown in Table 10, with meansc

values shown in parentheses. The value of Z, and the (3, a combina-

tion of Table 10 would give a minimum strength term, since from

Equation (10),
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Zmin N maxsc

( s ty )min

Or

Z(s) = . Nmin min sc max
where min and max refer to minimum and maximum values,

respectively.

Table 10. Combinations of 191, a , and Z that give maximum values of
N for various soil types.sc

Soil
type

13

(deg. )
a

(deg. )
Z

(ft. )

a 57 (56) 29 (31) 1.0 (2.7)

b 59 (51) 16 (19) 3.0 (4.8)

e 65 (53) 32 (28) 1.5 (4.0)

61-69 65 (56) 41 (32) 2.5 (2.9)

19-M 45 (46) 12 (24) 2.0 (3.0)

59-b 45 (45) 26 (26) 3.5 (3.5)

33 46 (45) 25 (23) 2.0 (3.5)

a-sc 50 (49) 37 (35) 3.0 (5.7)

One fact is immediately obvious from a comparison of the field

slide depth selected and the mean slide depth in Table 10. That is, the

slide depth dictated by the maximum N approach is in some cases farsc

removed from the mean depth of each soil group, thereby making the

resulting strength term similarly far removed from a mean. Abetter

choice should be the mean value of p , a, and Z. For most of the soil

groups a clear cut mode does not exist, and the mean values for the
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various soil types are in most cases influenced considerably by a few

extreme values; hence, neither a mode nor mean value of p , a, and

Z seem appropriate. Considering the fact that soils studied in this

project are all of the same origin (i. e. , volcanic), it appears advan-

tageous to combine all the field data into a large sample group of 79

slides. This has been done and the smoothed cumulative frequency

curves of p , a, and Z are plotted in Figures 14 through 16 respec

tively. The mean and mode is indicated for each curve. When the

cumulative frequencies are plotted on normal distribution paper it is

evident that the p angle distribution is near normal throughout its

range, the a angle distribution is negatively skewed, and the depth Z

distribution is bimodal. The mean value, and standard deviation to

the nearest 1 o
of p, a, and Z are summarized in Table 11.

Table 11. Mean value and standard
deviation of p , a, and Z.

Mean Standard
deviation

510 6°

a 27o 8o

Z 3.8' 1.7'

Figure 17 shows a simplified reproduction of the stability

curves presented in. Figure 12. Recall from the earlier theoretical

development that for any given upslope a there is a stability number

indicated by the lower curve A, representing a long slope failure; and
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in addition there are stability numbers representing a cutslope failure

for all cut angles. Such a stability number is shown opposite B in

Figure 17. Since, in this study, field data for failures in natural

slopes are not available, the field data for a 'typical' failure in the

cutslope must be used to obtain a strength term for this 'typical'

failure and then converted to the natural long slope type failure. Once

this is done then the stability of any cut made into this long slope

should be determined by converting from the long slope back to any

given cut angle. In other words, in Figure 17, use the mean values

of p , a , and Z from Table 11, and draw a line vertically from a =

27o to intercept the p = 51 line at B, then horizontally to N at C.sc

The value of N for this combination of p and a is, from Figure 12,sc

0.210. Thus, an average strength term using the mean values of p ,

a , and Z is from Equation (10):

= N Zsc (10a)

= 0. 210 x 3. 8

= 0.80 units.

The stability number for the long slope at failure, for a = 27°,

is obtained by moving horizontally from A in Figure 17 to 'D'.

Referring again to Figure 12 for Nsi2 at a = 270, the long slope

strength term is:
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Figure 17. Simplified stability chart for the cutslope used to explain
correlation factor F.

s x ZNsi2 (10b)

= .147 x 3.8

= .56 units.

Obviously since the long slope did not fail at 3.8', its actual strength

term must be greater than the .56 units. Similarly, the strength term

obtained in Equation (10a) is based on the assumption that the average

unit strength along the failure surface after the cut has been made is

the same as that along the same potential failure surface before the

cut was made. This would be true only if the soil strength does not
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vary with depth. In general, however, soil strength increases with

depth, and if this is the case, then the average unit strength along the

failure surface in the cut slope failure is greater than the average unit

strength along the same potential failure surface before the cut is made.

Therefore, the strength term obtained at point C in Figure 17 is too

large. Thus, the true strength term must be obtained from a stability

number which lies between points C and D in Figure 17. The results

of primary and secondary stress changes during cutting, and the

change in neutral stress due to these stress changes can be ignored

since experience has shown that failures do not occur immediately

after cutting the slope--which is normally done during the summer

monthsbut that failures occur after sufficient time has elapsed for

any neutral stresses, developed in the cutting process, to have

dissipated. Failures usually occur after the first heavy fall rains with

resultant high groundwater table.

This change in average unit shear strength can be better under

stood by referring to Figure 18, which shows a long slope failure ab at

depth Z, a potential slope failure arc cde before cutting the slope, and

the failure cd after cutting. Also shown on the figure is the upsittpe

angle a , cutslope angle p , depth Z to some potential failure surface,

and the strength term s Py as a function of depth. Although a linear

function is shown, any function could have been tried as long as some

strength increase occurs with depth. Recall that in constructing the
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failure in cut slope

from Equations (6) 8 (9)

=f(Z)

failure in long slope

from Equations 008(ll)

Figure 18. Failure surfaces in the cutslope and the long slope showing strength increase
with depth.
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stability chart of Figure 12, an average uniform strength was assumed

along the failure surface at failure. Obviously in Figure 18, the

failure arc ab still can be considered to have some average unit

strength along its length even though actual strength would be greater

with increasing depth. Similarly, arc cde that existed before the cut

was made also would have had some average unit strength very close to

that which existed along arc ab. This closeness is evident from the

ratio expressing arc length cde and ab, which can be shown to be

cde 6 + i -a 1 Cos 67o- x
67° 1 - Cos (0 + i a )

for a given depth Z, and Figure 10, which shows that for any given

combination of (3 and a the value of 0 + i - a does not vary from 67

by more than about 40. That is, the ratio cde/ab does not vary by

more than about 4%, hence the average unit strength would vary in

approximately the same ratio. However, the average unit strength

along the arc cd which becomes the failure surface after cutting varies

considerably from that of the average unit strength along arc ab. This

0

is due to a major portion of the arc cd being within the higher strength

zone at depth. Thus, point C in Figure 17 represents a strength term

greater than that assumed in the curve's construction, and this strength

must be corrected by the ratio of strength along arc cd to that of ab in

Figure 18. A computer program called 'Stratio' was written to

11 See Appendix sheet 99 for derivation of (13).
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determine, by the method of slices (Terzaghi and Peck, 1967), the

average unit strength for both arc ab and cd for any given depth 2, and

for strengths varying as Z, 10Z, 1 + Z, and 10 + Z. Corresponding

ratios of average unit strength along cl`c versus ab (Figure 18) are

shown on the computer printout 12 as ratio 1, ratio 2, ratio 3, and

ratio 4. Ratio 1 and ratio 2 are identical, as one would expect, with

the linear functions Z and 10 Z. Ratio 3 for the function 1 + Z is little

different from ratio 1 and 2, and ratio 4 is approaching unity, as one

would expect, with the function approaching uniformity with depth.

Values of ratio 1 are plotted in Figure 19 for various values of a and

13 . After the computer run mentioned above was made, the program

was modified by assuming an approximate 0.2 Z deep tension crack

existed at points a and c of Figure 18, and rerun with the same

strength functions noted before. Values of ratio 1 are plotted in

Figure 20. In this computation, values of ratio 1 computed, for

a < 10o and p < 15o have large errors, due to the simplified com-

putation method; consequently F has been estimated for values of

a < 10o.

Although there are strength functions with depth other than the

linear ones investigated, it is not unreasonable to expect the relations

chosen to be as good as any other. It might be argued that based on

the description of the ideal weathering profile in Chapter II, cracking

12
See Appendix sheets 105 through 108.
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of the ground surface is not probable. A study, however, of the

actual weathering profile and Atterberg Limits shown in Tables 2

through 9 reveal that there are soils near or at the surface in a num-

ber of locations with characteristics which suggest drying,shrinkage

or tensile cracking may be possible. With the shallow depth slides

recorded for this study a very shallow crack would be sufficient to

produce the strength ratios shown in Figure 20 (i. e., for a 2-ft

slide, a crack depth of only 0.4 ft would be required). The 0.2 Z depth

crack was tried, since at this ratio the slide geometry used in the

theoretical development is not appreciably altered by the shallow

crack. However, during field investigations in September, before the

fall rains, no evidence was found of extensive surface cracking either

in the old slide scarps, or on the existing slopes. Trial values of the

ratio F of average unit strength terms along arc cd at failure versus

arc a.b at failure as ratio 1 were computed with, and without, a crack

of 0.2 Z at the upper end of the failure arc.

Refer to Figure 17 and recall that point C represented a strength

term based on the assumption the average unit strength did not change

during cutting. It has been demonstrated, however, that for any given

slip surface the average unit strength does change as the cut is made,

simply because of geometry. The strength factor computed from the

stability number at point C (Figure 17) is in error and must be

corrected by the strength ratio F. In fact, this' strength factor must he
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divided by F obtained from Figure 19 or 20, to give Nsc at point E of

Figure 17. Thus, with an average a = 270, (3 = 510, and Z = 3. 8', and

referring to Figure 12, Nsc = 0.210. Referring to Figure 19, where

F = 1.13, the corrected stability number is .210/1.13 = . 186 and the

strength term

yil = Nsc2 Z

= .186 3.8'

.70 units. (10c)

For the cracked surface, F = 1.39 from Figure 20, the corrected

stability number is .210/1.39 = . 151, and the strength term

2
= Nsc2 Z

= . 151 3.8'

= .57 units. ( 10d)

Using these strength terms and proceeding in the reverse order, a

predicted failure depth Z can be computed for other values of a and p .

Suppose for instance Z is required for a 450 cutslope in a 300 natural

slope. For this combination N = . 186, F = 1. 30 (Figure 20), andsc

( / ) F

57
Z -

.
x 1.20 = 4.0'.

N sc

Similar depths can be computed for all other values of a and p. This

has been done and the resulting curves are plotted in Figures 21 and 22.

Note that for p > 400 and a > 250 there is little difference in failure
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depths predicted, regardless which assumption of strength with depth

is made. Similarly for values of 13 > 40° the failure depth varies

little for all values of 13 and a. Note, however, that for values of a

greater than 30-40° there is a tendency for increased stabilities and

failure depth, but with little change in predicted depth as 13 increases

above 45o. Figure 22, which represents the cracked surface condi-

tion, shows an increase in stable cut depth for values of a greater

than around 35° for all values of (3, although the increase is small.

An indication of the correctness of the theoretical approach and

Figure 21 or 22 can be obtained from analyzing actual failure depths

for various 13 and a as recorded in the field. Figure 23 shows a plot

of recorded failure depth for given cutslope p . Although there does

not appear to be very good correlation, the points can be represented

by a linear regression equation. The tendency for failure depth to

decrease with increasing (3 is important, and expected from a theoreti-

cal standpoint, since Figure 12 shows the stability number increasing,

or conversely, depth decreasing from Equation (10), for any given

strength as r3 increases.

Figure 24 shows a plot of actual failure depths for various values

of a at which failure occurred. Once again correlation is not good, but

there is an obvious tendency for the data to group in a concave upward

manner. A binomial regression equation with trace drawn on the

figure reflects this tendency. The very important facet of this curve
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is that it substantiates the theoretical curves of Figure 12 for various

values of a . That is, in the curves of Figure 12 the stability number

goes from a minimum value at a = 0 to a maximum value near a =

25-30°, then falls off to a minimum at higher a. Since failure depth

for any given strength term is inversely proportional to the stability

number, Figure 24 follows the same pattern, i.e., higher values of

failure depth at low a, decreasing to a minimum Z near a = 25-300,

then increasing back to higher depth values at larger a . This further

substantiates the theoretical assumptions.

Since failure depth is dependent on both p and a , a multiple

regression analysis was utilized to include these parameters into,

one equation. A linear equation for the variables p , and

Z was derived, and is drawn for the two cases of 10° and

a = 30° on Figure 21, as the two dash-dot curves. It is evident that

even the linear equations very nearly fit the computed curves, and

suggests that the assumption of linear strength with depth is valid, and

that the correction by F is reasonable. The effect of the curve in

Figure 24 for the larger values of a will tend to cause concavity of the

combined curves, and suggests the more appropriate regression

polynomial would approach even closer to the curves in Figure 21 that

were computed from theory. Figure 22, however, predicts larger

failure depths for a greater than around 25°, for all values of p

The curves also vary considerably from the linear regression equations
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plotted in Figure 21. This suggests the strength ratio based on a 0.2

Z crack is not as realistic as the ratio based on strength as a function

of depth without cracking; consequently, no further use is Made of the

cracked surface concept.

In developing the curves of Figure 21, the mean values of failure

depth, upslope angle a , and cuts lope angle 13 were used as a basis for

obtaining a representative strength term with which depth before

failure could be computed. This was done as a convenient means to

obtain predicted curves which could be compared with curves obtained

from actual failures shown in Figures 23 and 24. The comparison has

been shown to be quite good. Figure 21 then could be used to predict

failure depths except that there are no means to show expected fre-

quency of these depths. It is not possible to use the cumulative fre-

quency curve (Figure 16) for cbmputing strength terms since corres-

ponding values of 13 and a are not available for the different Z depths.

This problem can be circumvented by determining a strength term for

all 79 slides which includes all the individual slide variables and,

therefore, a more representative term, and then to prepare a cumula-

tive frequency distribution of those strength terms. This has been

done with the results shown in Figure 25. From this curve one can

select various probabilities of a slide being less, or more, than a

certain value for any given R and a, and thereby prepare failure depth

charts from Equation (10) and Figure 12. Figures 26 through 31 are
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prepared accordingly for 10o increments of a at various values of p .

Example construction procedure is shown in Table 12 for a probability

of failure depth less than 70% for a = 30°, and with 100 increments of

P

Table 12. Construction method for Figures 26 through 31.

N froma sc s tY from
(deg. ) (deg. ) Fig. 12 Fig. 25

Ratio F
Z= s from Z x F

sc Fig. 19
30 . 158 0.82 5.20 1.000 5.20

40 . 184 4.46 1.074 4.80
30

50 .207 3.96 1.119 4.43

60 .230 0.82 3.57 1.130 4.03

Values of Z x F from Table 12 are shown plotted as the 30% line

of Figure 29. All the curves in Figures 26 through 29 were constructed

from computations of Z x F prepared for various values of a and 13 ,

similar to the sample calculation in Table 12 made for a = 30°.

Figures 26 through 29 have been constructed such that the designer

may select any probability of reducing slope failures from those at

present. For example, suppose a = 200, and the designer wishes to

select a cut depth that will eliminate 90% of the slides normally

expected. From Figure 28 find the 90% curve and Z = 3.0 ft at p =

300 to Z = 2.0 ft at 13 = 650. The designer may then select a value of

Z and p within these limits, and fulfill the requirements of reducing

failures by 90%.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The most significant result to be drawn from this study is the

lack of influence of cutslope angle on failure depth in the steeper

terrain. This point is brought out rather vividly in Figure 21, and

Figures 26 through 31. From a review of these figures, it is seen that

for upslopes greater than about 30o there is little influence on failure

depth for cutslopes ranging from 40° to 650. For instance, in Figure

21 predicted failure depths remain in a narrow range between 3. 3 and

4.2 feet, for all values of a and p within the limits mentioned above.

The theory developed and used in the study to predict failure

mode and morphology has been shown to be substantially correct by

the comparison of actual failure morphology of 79 slides with the

theoretically derived failure depths. Regression equations of both

single and multiple variables have been shown to coincide remarkably

well with the theoretically developed curves of failure depth and

stability factors when based upon mean values of actual failure para-

meters.

Cumulative frequency curves of the major field parameters were

plotted. The curves indicate that with the particular slides studied,

cutslopes are near normally distributed with a mean of 510 and a

standard deviation of 60; the upslope angles were negatively skewed

with a mean value of 270 and a standard deviation of 80; and the failure
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depth was bimodal with one mode near 3.0 feet, one near 6. 0 feet,

a mean of 3.8 feet, and standard deviation of 1.7 feet. A strength

term was computed for each failure recorded, and all terms sum-

marized as a cumulative frequency curve in Figure 25. This curve

was bimodal, with a trace almost identical to that for failure depth.

Strength terms from the cumulative frequency curves were then

selected from Figure 25, along with stability numbers computed from

theory as plotted in Figure 12, and correlation factors computed from

theory as plotted in Figure 19. These values were used to construct

failure prediction charts shown in Figures 26 through 31 for various

upslope angles and cut angles.

The curves in Figures 26 through 31 are simple to use and

indicate the very small control of slide depth by the cut angle as

mentioned earlier--for upslope angles greater than around 30o. A

review of Figures 26 through 29 shows the cutslope angle p starting at

30o and the upslope angle a at 0 0. This was done because it was felt

the theory adequately describes conditions at these lower values,

although none were actually encountered in the field, and that the

comp uted curves were significant enough to warrant inclusion.

The results of this study cannot be used to predict the number of

actual failures that will occur, but given a certain number of failures

at present, the curves in Figures 26 through 31 can be used to predict

a percentage by which these failures can be eliminated. For example,
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Figure 29 shows that if 70% of the present failures are to be prevented

the maximum cut must be limited to between 3.4 and 2.5 feet for a

cutslope between 30 and 65° respectively. Obviously it cannot be

expected that such a shallow depth will be adequate for a roadway cut.

Of course, if there is a thin soil regolith in this particular area a

deeper soil failure is impossible, and the cut can actually be continued

downward in the more resistant rock material to the required grade.

A review of the field data in Tables 2 through 9 reveals this phenomena

to be prevalent, with many cuts measured having depths up to 45 feet,

but with the deepest failure of 79 slides studied being only 9. 5 feet.

Without knowledge of actual regolith depth, the Figures are only use-

ful for demonstrating that for a greater than 30o and for any given

regolith depth, very little reduction in failure depth will be accom-

plished by flattening the cutslope. It might be argued, however, that

for an upslope a of 30° there is an average reduction of about 0.2

feet in failure depth when the cutslope is flattened from a 1/2:1 to a

3 /4: 1. With a mean failure depth of 3.8 feet this would represent a

5% reduction in volume of slide material to be removed from the ditch.

Of course, this reduction in maintenance cost of slide removal versus

the added cost of cutting flatter slopes must be compared. In general,

it appears that the best economic design may be custlope angles even

greater than those presently used, with the expected occurrence of

slightly deeper slides. In the flatter existing slopes obvious economics
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can be gained by designing with flatter cutsloVes.

The theory developed in this study considered only those residual

soils of pyroclastic or volcanic origin in which a more or less distinct

weathering profile rested on more resistant material. Final curves

showing relation between failure depth and slope parameters are

applicable only to this area, where actual slides were used to obtain a

frequency distribution of strength terms computed from theory and

slide data. In this study, slide data from all soil types investigated

were grouped together and the design curves, therefore, are applicable

to all sections of the Umpqua Forest studied. There is no reason why

sufficient slides could not be studied in each of the soil types to

prepare a frequency distribution, and then design charts for each soil

type. This might result in less variance in the failure depths than that

used in this study. It is also probable that the theoretical results

obtained in this study are applicable to other residual soils that have

the peculiar failure mode described. If this is the case, then the

method can be extended to other areas by the addition of slide history

for derivation of the strength terms, and the construction of design

charts similar to those in this report.
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Conclusions
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1. It is feasible to develop a cutbank design method based on the

analysis of natural slopes, provided there is sufficient history

of slides occurring along cuts made into those slopes.

2. Slide depth is little influenced by the cutslope angle for all up-

slope angles greater than around 300, but is influenced consid-

erably for upslope angles near zero.

3. Slides occur in the weathering profile and can be adequately

described with a circular arc mode of failure, with the arc tan-

gent to a resistant layer more or less parallel to the existing

natural slope.

4. Of the 34 cuts which were selected for study because they con-

tained both slide and non-slide areas, geographical location

apparently influenced slide behavior, since 26 of the 34 cuts

selected were on the northerly facing slopes.

Recommendations

The following points are recommended:

1. That a study be undertaken to determine the cost of slide debris

removal from recently constructed roads so that a basis can be

established for comparison with future, but possibly different,
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construction techniques.

2. Since this study concerned itself only with developing a method

to predict severity of cutslope failures, and did not attempt to

determine whether a failure will actually occur, it is recom-

mended that studies continue toward developing a theory that

might predict whether slides will or will not occur in a given

area.

3. Perform seismic studies along the surface above the slides

studied, and evaluate the possiblity of coordinating velocities of

the weathering profiles with failure depths studied for this

report. If there is coordination, then design charts similar to

those in this report could be constructed with seismic velocities

as a variable. This would in turn permit failure depths to be

predicted from seismic profiles.

4. Study the influence of geographical location on the number of

cutslope failures.
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APPENDIX

Derivation of Equation (la)
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In Figure 32, let Z-mZ represent height of groundwater above

the failure zone a-a under consideration. With steady seepage, flow

Figure 32. Failure geometry for derivation of Equation (la).

lines are parallel to the ground surface, and equipotential lines are

perpendicular as shown. For any differential element dy thick,

by Z -mZ high, then in the length dx, the head loss is oh. From

Terzaghi and Peck (1968), the seepage force per unit volume equals

the hydraulic gradient times the unit weight of water. Then for the

element volume,

since

and di =

i.ywve

oh
di

dx
cosa

dxdy (Z-mZ)
w

oh = dx tan a,

then



AhP =
d2 '-vw

dxdy + m2)

cbc tang .ywdxdy (z + mz) .

dx
cos a

Finally, substituting sina = tan a
1

cos a
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P = sin a -vwcbcdy (z- m2). (la)

Derivation of Equation (6)

Figure 33 shows the geometry of the failure surface assumed

in the theory. Considering the triangle ABC of unit thickness first,

then:

2r sine b 2r sine sin((3 )
.

sin(180-((3-a)) sin(P or b-i) sm((3- a)

v = b cos(i-a) =
2r sine sin((3-i) cos(i-a)

sin((3- a)

u = 2r sine - v or u + v = 2r sine

H + h
also 2r sine sin(i) = H + h or 2si.ne sin(i)

since w = 1 /3(u +(u +v)), then

w = 1/3(2r sine - 2r sine sin((3-i) cos(i-
sin((3-a)

+ 2r sine)

x = w/cos(y) and p = x cos(i+y) =w cos(i + y)
cos(y) '
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Figure 33. Geometry of the failure surface used to develop
Equation (6).



and the lever arm

/1 r sin(i-0) + = r sin(i-0) + wcos(i+y)cos( y)
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r 0) + 1/3 4r sine- 2r sine sin((3-i) cos( i- a) cos( i+y)
sin((3- a) cos(y)

r sin(i-0) +(2/3) r sine cosy)

The area of the triangle

Al = 1/2(2r sine) b sin(i-a)

= r sine sin(i-a) 2r sine sin(13-i)
sin( (i - a)

2 2
Zr sing0 sin(i- a) sin( (3 i)

sin( (3- a)

)sin((3 -i) cos (i-a)
sin((3 -a)

Thus the driving moment of the triangular portion ABC is the unit

weight times volume, or:

Ml y
1
A

1
. 1.

32yr sin2 0 sin(i-a) sin(13-i)
sin((3 -a)

( cos(i +y) sin(P-i) cos(i-a)
sin(i-e) + (2/ 3) sine cos (y) sin( (3- a)

.

Considering the circular sector next, as shown in Figure 34, then

the distance from 0 to centroid of the sector is from geometry:
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Figure 34. Geometry used to develop moment expressions
for the circular sector and resisting moment
along arc AC for Equation (6).



x2 = 2/3 r 3 sin 30/area sector

2/3r3 sin 30 Zr sin 30

3(e - sine cosh)r2(0 - sin0 cosh)

and the lever arm

3 sin 3Zr 0sin(i) = sin(i) .
3(0 sin0 cosh)

Since the driving moment contributed by the weight of the circular

sector is

M2 = Area of sector x f2x y x 1.0, 'then

3
2 2r sin 8 sin(i)M2 = yr (0 - sine cosh) 3(0 -sine cosh)

= 2/3 yr3sin30 sin(i) .
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The resisting moment equals some average unit shear strength, s,

along the arc times the arc length times the radius, or:

= s x r(20)r = 2sr20.

Since for a safety factor of 1

Mr = M
1

+ M2 then

3 2 .Zyr sin 0 sin(i-a) sin(13-i)2sr20 = (2/3).yr 3 sin 30 sin(i) +
sin(f3- a)

( cos(i+y)sin(i-0) +(2 / 3) sin° cos(y)
)sin((3 -i) cos(i- a)

sin(P-a)



Dividing through by 2r20 and y, and factoring out

1/3 constant, then

since

then

and
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singe,, and the

sin20 (2/3) sine sin( i) +
2 sin(i-a) sin((3-i)

y 20 3 sin(13- a)

20

3 sin(i-0) + 2 sin cos(i+y)( () cos(y)

sin20
(E)

H +hr 2 sine sin(i)

s (H+h) sine
= (E)

y 40 sin(i)

y(H+h)
sine

40 sin(i) (E)

,))sin((3-i) cos(i-a)
sin( (3- a)

Factoring out the 2/3, and replacing the value for (E) from (6), then:

sin0 sine) sin(i)
s n(i-a) sin((3-i)

y(H +h) 60 sin(i) sin( p- a)

)))
( cos(y)

2 - sin(P-i) cos i-
sin(3- a)3 sin(i-0) +2 sine "s(i+Y)

and finally,
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s sm2
0 +

sin° sin(i-a) sin( p- i)
+h) 60 60 sin(i) sin({3 -a)

(3 sin(i-0) +2 sin() 4
cos(i+y) _

-
sin((3-i) cos(i-a)

cos(y) sin( (3 - a)

which is Equation (6) of the text.

Derivation of the equation for y

Figure 35 shows an enlarged view of triangle ABC shown in

Figure 33. Since the centroid of the triangle is of interest and the

centroid lies at the intersection of the lines radiating from each

apex to the midpoint of the opposite side, then:

c =
r sin0 - b/2 cos(i-a)

cos(y)

Also by the law of sines:

thus

and

sin.(i- a)
b/2 b sin(i- a)

sin(y) or c = 2 sin(y)

b sin(i- a) 2r sine - (b/2) cos(i-a)
2 sin(y) cos(y)

4r sin0 - b cos(i-a)
2 cos(y)

sin(y) b sin(i- a)
cos(y) 4r sin° - b cos(i-a)
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Figure 35. Triangular element used to develop the equation
for angle y which appears in Equation (6).



Substituting the value of b obtained from earlier work,

sin(i-a) Zr sine sin((3-i)
sin(P- a)

tan( V) =
4r sine - cos(i-a) Zr sine sin((3-i)

sin(P-a)

and simplifying,

y = arctan sin(p- a) - sin(p-i) cos (i-a)

which is Equation (7) in the text.

Derivation of Equation (9)

From Figure 36 observe that

sin(i- a ) _sin( -i)

and

Therefore,

x
2

= r - r cos(i + 0 - a) ,

H+ h Zr sine sin(i)

x2
Z = cosa

H + h 2r sine sin(i) 2r sine sin(i) cosa
Z

jc2
r - r cos(i+e-a)

cosa

and finally,

H + h 2 sine sin(i) cosa
Z 1 - cos(i +0-a)

repeated as Equation (9) in the text.

= ratio
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Figure 36. Geometry used in the derivation of Equation (9).
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Derivation of Equation (13)

Referring to Figure 18 in the text which shows the geometry

of the two failure furfaces, it is evident that in the long slope failure

ab :

and

Z =x2cosa = (r.
1
- r

i
cos 67o) cosa= r.(1 -cos 67o) cosa

r. (1 - cos 67°) cosa

Similarly in the imagined failure cde,

Z = (r - r cos(0 +i-a)) cosa = r (1 - cos(0 +1-a) cosa,

and

rc (1 - cos(0 +i-a)) cosa

The length of arc ab = 2r.(67°)

2Z(67°)
1 - cos 67°

similarly arc cde = 2r
c
(0 +i-a))

therefore

2Z(0 +1-a)
1 - cos(0 +i-a)

2Z(0 +i-a)
-C-71e 1 - cos(0 +i-a)
ab 2Z(67°)

1 - cos 67°



which yields

cde 0i-a 1 cos 67°
ab 67° 1 - cos(0 +i-a)

where 0 +i-a is in degrees.
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(13)



0S3 FORTRAN VERSION 2.1 01/17/72 1818
PROGRAM CAJTSLOPE
X= 3.1415927/180.
3ETMAX=46.*X
THEMAX=91.4X
WRITE(61,1C0)
3ETA=0.
OELTHE=1.*X
OELALF=5.4X
DELBET=15.4X

4 3ETA=3ETA+OEL3ET
IF(BETA .GE. OFTMAX) GO TO 3J0
3ETA1=BETA/X,
4RITE(61,150) FETA1
EYEMAX=BETA
ALFA = -5.*X
ALFMAX=BETA

6 ALFA=ALFA+OELALF
IF(ALFA .GL. ALFMAX) GO TO 4
ALFA1=ALFA/X
A=BETA-ALFA
AA=SIN(A)
0=COS(ALFA)
3G=SIN(ALFA)
CC=SIN(BETA)
3TAB2=0.
STAB3=0.
EYE=ALFA
DELEYE=1.*X

10 EYE=EYE+OLLEYE
IF(EYE .GE. EYEMAX) GO TO 60
A5=EYE-ALFA
A51=SIN(A5)
A52=COS(A5)
0=BETA-EYE
7)0=SIN(D)
)1=COS(0)
HH=SIN(EYE)
A2=COS(EYE)
THETA=0.

20 STAB1=STAB2
THETA=THETA+OELTHE
IF(THETA .GE. THEMAX) GO TO 10
= SIN(THETA)

FACT1=H/(6.*THETA)
FACT7=FACT1*H
IF(EYE .EQ. ALFA) GO TO 35
Y=ATAN(00*A51/(2.*AA-DO*A52))
3=EYE+Y
3B=COS(B)
EE=COS(Y)
FACT2=00 /AA
FACT3=2.4H*83*(2.-FAOT2*A52)/EE
IF(THETA .GE. EYE) GO TO 30
F=EYE-THETA
FF=SIN(F)
FACT4=FACT3+3.*FF

22 FACT5=FACT1*FACT2*FACT44A51/HH
STAB2=FACT7+FACT5
IF(STAB2)20,20,24

24 IF(STAB2 .GE. STAB1 .AND. STAB? .GE. STAa3) GO TO 40

101
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0S3 FORTRAN VERSION 2.1 CUTSLOPE 01/17/72 1818
GO TO 20

30 Al.THETA-EYE
Al1=SIN(A1)
FA074=FACT3-3.A11
GO TO 22

35 STAB2sFACT7
TO TO 24

40 EXE2=EYE/X
THET2.THETA/X
STAB3=STA02
GO TO 20

60 4RITE(61,250)ALFA1,EYE2,THET2,STAB3
GO TO 6

100 FORMAT(5X,*CUT SLOPE ANGLE 867.87,87,7VPSLOPE ANGLE ALPHAtOXI
1AANGLE IXOX,tANGLE THETA*,8X,*STABILITY FACTOR*)

150 FORMA7(10X9F10.6)
250 FORMAT(378,F10.6,118,810.6,7X,F10.6,100,F10.6)
300 CALL EXIT

ENO

NO ERRORS F02 CUTSLOPE

P 00636 C 03000 0 00000

RUN
CUT SLOPE ANGLE BETA

15.30000
UPSLOPE ANGLE ALPHA ANGLE I ANGLE THETA STABILITY FACTOR

0 11.003003 61.100000 .144277

5.106030 12.000000 62.160000 .135120

10.000000 14.008000 65.1E10000 .127143

30.300006
I 20.010100 54.000000 .155561

5.000060 22.1100000 56.100000 .148201

16.100060 24.000000 58.106010 .141527

15.000000 25.000000 60.100000 .135680

20.000003 27.030000 62.100000 .133262

25.030000 28.000000 64.101000 .125)76

45.350033
0 28.000100 45.160000 .171349

5.006010 30.000000 47.110010 .162769

10.000030 32.000000 58.000000 .155873

15.000030 34.063000 52.100080 .149567

20.000000 36.000000 55.100000 .143765

25.100010 38.000000 57.101000 .138418

36.000000 40.100100 61.101000 .133441

35.000010 41.000000 62.100000 .128859

40.010000 43.010036 64.800000 .124667

60.100036
0 35.000030 36.030001 .190549

11.001000 40.003663 41.100,,00 .173534

21.006600 44.600000 46.100660 .159362

36.000000 48.030100 51.100000 .147387

44.003010 52.600601 56.006010 .137168

50.036300 56.640103 62.001010 .128377

75.734030
3 42.140030 26.166010 .219670

10.136600 46.033660 31.413300 .197170

21J.Ctili6,-,0 51.340061 37.101610 .179296

36.036060 55.640063 42.046616 .164421

46.600060 60.301663 48.111610 .151026

50.16.050 64.103601 53.000660 .1.1312

66.116/11J 68.003E00 59.101000 .132157

73.136010 73.600110 64.040660 .124279

IC.3100:0
0 48.000000 15.000000 .2E0976

15.03,0030 55.000000 24.100000 .217525

30.106000 62.003000 33.100000 .186637

45.100000 69.000000 42.100000 .163661

66.000030 76.000000 50.000000 .145974

75.000000 83.000001 59.100000 .132009



07,7 POPTRAN JSIOH
'PO;RA4 RATIO
Y=::-1.4159.27/131,
15TA=c.

4 RITE(61,1'3)

APITF(5 1,21)

_
171-a=717.TACITT
1RIT7(61,4:) R7TA
;0 TO (12,12,12,1

12 1=7*I
;0 TO 16

;0 TO

,15),I

06/14/72 1449

103

15 A=3
0113J=1,N

ALFA,EYE,THETA
17 RORmAT(7F1).1)

A=ALFA*Y
3=EY74Y

F1;17THTA*Y
1=c1-0-

A1=C07AA)
31=FIN(9)
":1=SIN(r)
7ACT=?.*C1.1-91*A1/(1.E)
qRIT7(51,31) ALFA,EYE,THETA,FACT

19 c7ORHAT(1,STOTALS)
2(7 ;70RmAT(133Y,SBETAt0.1X,SUPSLOPE ANGLE ALPHASOX,SANGLE I*,

TH7TA*OX,tHEIGHT TO Z RATIOS)
7C '70R4AT(75Y,F1rJ.1,11X,F1f-J.177,X,F10.1911X,F10.2)
40 PORMAT(13X,P10.1)

ALL FXTT

NO r?01RS FO,? RATIO
LENGTH OF SUL3DRO(RAM jr7.7

RUN



15.0
UPSLOPE ANGLE ALPHA ANGLE I ANGLI THETA

TOTAL
HEIGHT TO Z

11.0 61.0 .48
5.0 12.t 62.0 .57

10.0 14.0 65.0 .67
.0

0 2:.0 54.0 .76
5.9 22.0 56.0 .87

10.0 24.0 58.0 .98

15.n 25.0 Ec. 1.07
23.0 27.0 62.0 1.17
25.0 28.0 64.6 1.26

45._
0 28.0 45.0 .94

5.0 30.0 47.9 1.05
11.9 32.0 5C.0 1.16
15.0 34.0 52.0 1.26
20.0 36.E 55.1 1.34
25.0 38.0 57.0 1.42
70.0 40.0 60.0 1.47
35.0 41.0 62.0 1.52
40.3 43.0 64.0 1.54

6 .
0 35.0 36.0 10.0

10.0 40.0 41.0 1.23
20.9 44.0 46. 0

30.0 48.0 51.0 1.56
40.0 52.0 56.0 1.60
50.0 56.0 62.0 1.50

/5.1
42.0 26.0 .94

10.0 46.0 31.0 1.20
20.0 51.0 37.0 1.41
7- 55.0 42.0 1.56
Lij*W 60.0 48. C 1.58
51.0 64.0 53.0 1.51
60.0 68.0 EP.0 1.30
70.0_ 73.0 64.0 .97

RATIO
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0S3 FORTRAN VERSION 2.1 03/31/72 1511
PROGRAM STRATIO
Y=3.1415927/180.
CONST1 =67.*Y
002=COS(CONST1)
CONST2=10./(1.002)
3ETA=0.
3ELAET=15.*Y
WRITE(61.200)
WRITE(61,250)
001301=1.5
IETA=BETA+DELBET
9ETA1=BETA/Y
WRITE(61,300)BETA1
GO TO(10.10,10,12,14),I

10 N=3*I
GO TO 20

12 N=6
GO TO 20

14 A=8
20 10100J=10

REAO(60.350)ALFA1,EYE1,THET1
ALFA=ALFA14Y
C=SIN(ALFA)
OC=COS(ALFA)
EYE=EYE1*Y
F =SIN (EYE)
THETA=THET1*Y
0=SIN(THETA)
G=COS(THETA)
4=THETA+EYE
AA=SIN(A)
AAA=COS(A)
3=THETAEYE
3B=COS(B)
EE=THETAALFA
FF=THETA+ALFA
00=THETA+EYE-,ALFA
301=COS(DD)
OD3=CONST1ALFA
3033=CONST1+ALFA
S1=0.
S14=0.
S18=0.
S1C=0.
THETXI =0.
OELTHE=A/10.
ARC1=10.'0ELTHE
TOTAR1=20.*THETA

25 THETX1=THETXi+PELTHE
4THETA=THETX1.TELTHE/2.
IF(B .LT. ATHETA) GO TO 30
42=BATHETA
422=SIN(A2)
A33=COS(A2)
7!=10.*(A33AAA(AA+A22)4C/CC)
S1 =7*ARC1+S1
S1A=10.*Z*ARC1+S14
518=(1.+2)4ARC1+S1B
S1C=(7+10.)4ARC1+SiC
GO TO 25
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30 THETX1=THETX1-8
ATHETA=ATHETA-F
GO TO 45

35 THETX1=THETX1+0ELTHE
IF(THETX1 .GE. A) GO TO 40
ATHETA=THETX1*DELTHE/2.
GO TO 45

40 1THETA=A(THETX1-DELTHE)
ATHETA=8THETA/2.+(THETX1-DELTHE)
ARC3=10.*8THETA

45 A2=SIN(ATHETA)
43=COS(ATHETA)
7.=10.*(A3-..AAA-(AA--A2)*C/CC)
IF(THETX1 .GE. A) GO TO 50
S1=74ARC1+S1
S1A=10.*74ARC1+SiA
s18 l:(1.+Z)4ARC1+S18

S1C=(Z+10.)4ARC1+S1C
GO TO 35

50 S1=VIARC3+S1
S1A=10**ARC3*Z+SiA
518=(1.+Z)*ARC3+S18
S1C=(7+10.)*ARC3+S1C
AVES1= S1 /TOTARI
AVES1A=S1A/TOTAR1
AVES18=S18/TOTAR1
AVES1C=51C/TOTAR1
S2=0.
S2A=0.
S28=0.
S2C=0.
THETX1=0.
R2=(1.-001)4CONST2
TOTAR2=R2*CONST1*2.
IELTHE=ARC1/R2

55 THETX1=THETX/+DELTHE
ATHETA=THETX1FELTHE/2.
IF(003 .LT. ATHETA) GO TO 60
A4=003-.ATHETA
A44=COS(A4)
A55=SIN(A4)
7=R24(A44-(002+A554C)/CC)
S2=Z*ARC1+S2
S2A=10.*74ARC1+S2A
S28=(Z+1.)*ARC1+S28
S2C=(Z+10.)cARC1+S2C
GO TO 55

60 THETX1=THETX1-003
ATHETA=THETX10ELTHE/2.
GO TO 75

65 THETX1=THETX1+CELTHE
IF(THETX1 .GE. 0033) GO TO 70
ATHETA=THETX1DELTHE/2.
GO TO 75

70 ITHETA=0033-(THETX1-0ELTHE)
ATHETA=BTHETA/2.+(THETX1OELTHE)
ARC3=R2*8THETA

75 A2=SIN(ATHETA)
A3=COS(ATHETA)
7=R2*(A7-(002-A2*C)/CC)



0S3 FORTRAN VERSION 2.1 STRATIO 03/31/72 1511
IF(THETX1 .GE. 0033) GO TO 80
S2=Z*ARC1+S2
32A=i0.*Z*ARP1.4.S2A
S26=(7+1.)cARC1+S26
S2C=(Z+10.)4ARC1+S2C
GO TO 65

80 S2=Z*ARC3+S2
S2A=10.*Z*ARC3+S2A
S28=(Z+1.)4ARC3+S28
S2C=(10.+Z)4ARC3+S2C
AVES2=S2/TOTAR2
AVES2A=S2A/TOTAR2
AVES2B=S28/TOTAR2
AVES2C=S2C/TOTAR2
RATIO1=AVES1/AVES2
RATIO2=AVES1A/AVES2A
RATIO3=AVES18/AVES2B
RATIO4= AVESIC /AVES2C
WRITE(619400)ALFAl.EYE1.THET1IRATI01,RATIO2IRATIO3pRATI04

100 CONTINUE
200 FORMAT(3X.*CUT SLOPE ANGLE*,6Xf 2UPSLOPE ANGLE*16X,*ANGLE I* 6X,

I2ANGLE THETA*.6X,*STRENGTH*,6X.*STRENGTH*.6X,*STRENGTH*,6X,
1*STRENGTH*)

250 FORMATC7X.*BETA*,17X.*ALFA*.41X,*RATIO 1*.7X.*RATIO 2*,7X
1,*RATIO 3*18X,IRATIO 4*Y

300 FORMAT(/2X.F10.2)
350 FORMAT(3F10.i)
400 FORMAT(23X.F10.2,6X.F10.2,5X,F10.2.5X.F10.3,4X,F1 .3,4X,F10.3,

14X.F10.3)
CALL EXIT
ENO

NO ERRORS FOR STRATI()

P 01376 C 01100 0 00000 0
RUN



CUT SLOPE ANGLE
BETA

15.00

UPSLOPE ANGLE
ALFA

ANGLE I ANGLE THETA STRENGTH
RATIO 1

STRENGTH
RATIO 2

STRENGTH
RATIO 3

STRENGTH
RATIO 4

0 11.00 61.00 1.106 1.106 1.087 1:0335.00 12.00 62.00 1.081 1.081 1.066 1.02410.00 14,00 65.00 1.050 1.050 1.041 1.015
3Q.00

0 20.00 54.00 1.127 1.127 1.104 1.0415.00 22.00 56.00 1.127 1.127 1.104 1.04010.00 24.00 58.00 1.121 1.121 1.099 1.03815.00 25.00 60.00 1.103 1.103 1.084 1.03220.00 27.00 62.00 1.081 1.081 1.066 1.02525.00 20000 64.00 1.041 1.041 1.034 1.013
45.00

0 28.00 45.00 1.092 1.092 1.075 1.0295.00 30.00 47.00 1.410 .1..110 1.090 1.03410.00 32.00 50.00 1.123 1.123 1.101 1.0391500_ ... , _34.00 520 1.12,9_ 1429_ 4.105 _ _ .10.04.020.00 36.00 55.00 1.127 1.127 1.105 1.04125.00 38.00 57.00 1.120 1.120 1.099 1.03830.00 40.00 60.00 1.103 1.103 1.086 1.03435.00 41.00 62.00 1.074 1.074 1.061 1.02440.00 43.00 64.00 1.041 1.041 1.035 1.014
60.00

0 35.00 36.00 1.004 1.004 1o00.4 1.00110.00 40.00 41.00 1.067 1.067 1.055 1.02120.00 44.00 46.00 1..11.3 1.113 1.093 1..03530.00 48.00 51.00 1.130 1.130 1.108 1.04240.00 5240_ _55.41 , 1.118 _10-40__ .4,4(1.0_,,,_ ,_10c#150.00 56.00 62.00 1.074 1.074 1.064 1.029
7500

0 42.00 26.00 .844 .844 .874 .95510.00 46.00 31.00 .957 .957 .966 .98820.00 1.0.0.. 37.00 11942 _ 104?___ 11434_ _101130.00 55.00 42.00 1.101 1.101 1.083 1.03240.00 60.00 48.00 1.128 1.128 1.108 1.04450.00 64.00 53.00 1.127 1.127 1.110 1.04960.00 68.00 59.00 1.093 1.093 1.083- 1.04170.00 73.00 64.00 1.041 1.041 1.038 1.022
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Figure 37. Location map for 'soil units a, b, and e near
Copeland Creek.
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Figure 38. Location map for soil unit 61-69 near
Castle Creek.
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Figure 39. Location map for soil unit 59-b near Skillet
Creek.
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Figure 40. Location map for soil units 33 and 19-m near
Coyote Point and Buckeye Creek respectively.
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Figure 41. Location map for soil unit a-sc near Abbott
Creek.


